
Unique Christmas Cards
Instructions No. 1718
 Difficulty: Beginner
 Working time: 30 Minutes

This collection of different Christmas cards contains many different DIY ideas, all of which are easy to tinker with and will certainly go
down well! Choose your favourite cards and make your own greeting cards!

Magic Paper Card
Magic paper is a fascinating Paper, paper on which a pattern is printed with a special lacquer layer. Use a piece of magic paper and paint it with Watercolour. A
fascinating negative motif is created on the Aquarelle-background. Arrange this Paper together with cut out glitter paper, with Cotton cord and little bells on
your greeting card and then stick everything with double-sided glue.

Tinkering with stamps. ...with punches,... ...with punching motifs

With few aids you can achieve a great effect
For the nature card with stamp motif, first cut a card in the size 13.5 x 27 cm, fold it in the middle. With this you have a double card. Cut a piece of aluminium-
Craft foil to 9.5 x 11.5 cm and stick it in the middle of the card. Cut another piece in the Natural paper size 8 x 10 cm and stamp your motif on this piece. Glue
it with 3D Glue pads onto the aluminium-Craft foil and decorate it with half pearls. 

The linen card punched is a great example of a simple craft idea that looks very good and professional. The linen card in natural colour is folded in the middle
and the fir trees are punched out. Under the punching dies, coloured Coloured paper glue is stuck into the card. Paint the card with handlettering and finally
decorate it with small stars. 

https://www.vbs-hobby.nl/en/zauberpapier-merry-christmas-23x33cm-a191895/
https://www.vbs-hobby.nl/en/reeves-watercolours-12-bowls-a148442/


You can achieve even easier results Christmas cardswith punching motifs. These are already pre-punched in the punching block, must still be only removed
and glued to the card.

The self-designed XMas card with a pearl garland is especially noble. Simply
cut and fold mother-of-pearl cardboard into a 12 x 12 cm double card. Silver
glitter paper is cut to 10 x 10 cm and glued to the card. 

Draw Paper a pointed triangle and use it as Stencil the bead Christmas tree.
On a 9 x 9 cm piece of card, drill holes at regular intervals with a tingling
needle. Pull an aluminium wire through the holes, thread wax beads on the
front of the card and twist the ends of the wire on the back. Now only punch
out a glitter star, glue it on, fix the threading card as a highlight with 3D on-
Glue pads the Christmas card - ready is the noble card!

Article number Article name Qty
534505 Double cards with envelopes "Kraft paper", 12.5 x 12.5 cm, 50 pieces 1
567725-10 POSCA Marker PC-1MCGold 1
762427 Pigma Micron case, set of 6 1
567206-06 3D-Glue pads5 x 5 x 1,9 mm, 400 pieces 1
703420-02 Alu-Craft foilGold/Gold 1
330671 VBS Double cards "Antique white", landscape format 1
862097-01 Natural cardboard "Stars"Gold 1
644303-06 VBS Double page Adhesive tape6mm 1
567206-02 3D-Glue pads5 x 5 x 1,0 mm, 400 pieces 1
418577-01 VBS Cotton cord, 100 mRed/White 1
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